


FORMER CLINTON ALLY
WARNS SILICON VALLEY IS
MEDDLING IN ELECTIONS
| BY DONN MARTEN
Last week’s “secret meeting” between the Grand Poobahs of
Silicon Valley on “election security” leaves little doubt that tech
oligarchs at Facebook, Google, Microsoft, and Twitter are actively
colluding to censor conservatives and pro-Trump voices on social
media.

The purges began quietly last year with Facebook choking off
traffic to conservative websites, drastically affecting their ability
to sustain themselves through advertising revenue. Under the
pretense of being the guardians against “Russian” election
interference, the overwhelmingly leftist billionaires have
launched a crackdown on “hate speech” which his always
selectively enforced so as to only silence those who are
supporters of President Trump and to put a thumb on the scale
for Democrats in the 2018 and 2020 elections.

It’s the only way that they can win, bereft of ideas other than the
promotion of a ruinous socialist ideology the Democrats now
have to cheat their way to victory.

That view is held by former Clinton ally Mark Penn who was a
consultant on Hillary’s doomed 2008 campaign and who only last
week, penned an article pointing out that Mrs. Clinton and NOT
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President Trump is the one who is guilty of campaign finance
violations.

On Monday, Penn talked with Fox’s Tucker Carlson on how Big
Tech is allowing the Democrats to circumvent constitutional
protections of free speech by having their stooges in Silicon
Valley do the dirty work for them.

From the transcript:



TUCKER CARLSON: So, I’m fascinated by the Alex Jones story
because it was Alex Jones, almost no conservatives rose to
his defense because the idea was ‘Alex Jones, ew, yuck.’ But,
it’s not really about Alex Jones, is it? It’s about the idea that
companies can make it impossible for your voice to be
heard. Is that a precedent we should feel comfortable with?

MARK PENN: I think you have to be worried about big tech
becoming big brother—

CARLSON: Yes

PENN: —Because this used to be neutral platforms that said
we are open to free expression, that’s our core value, and
now they said, not so much. With particularly Facebook
hiring 10,000 new sensors on top of another 10,000 and
having roving censoring box looking for content. Look, I
never read Alex Jones but here somebody with millions of
followers, publicly accountable for his speech operating
within Supreme Court standards,yanked from media. That’s
a surprise to me. That’s is the platforms are no longer as
open as they presented themselves to be.

CARLSON: And it’s not just him. There are many like him
who’ve been yanked like him — less known, but still. This
has political implications. You ran and managed
campaigns for so long, this must of occurred. A lot of our
political debate takes place on social media platforms. So, if
they clamp down on one side of the debate, why wouldn’t
that influence an election’s outcome?



PENN: Obviously it could have a big influence on elections
— increasingly because where people turn for their news is
that they look at the news feeds that are run by the major
social media companies. They are more powerful than any
T.V. station. More powerful than Fox—

CARLSON:—Yes, they are.

PENN: Because of the amount of time people spend on
them, and it’s a funnel. If you’re not at the top, you don’t get
seen. In the past, they had some neutral ways of doing this,
but now they’ve increasingly applied still more mysterious
algorithms, plus individual censors. Remember, they are
private platforms, they say, so they’re not actually subject to
the First Amendment, unless we get some legislation that
says, ‘Free Speech is an Internet right.’

Trump really needs to make the censorship of conservatives on
social media platforms a major issue in 2020 because this crap is
just plain un-American.


